I am outside of my old mountain neighbour house in the middle of the night. My girlfriend is inside with all her belongings and doesn't want to come back home. We actually had a violent fight and my neighbour come out with an aggressive dog to prevent me to go in but I write her a message.
I am inside a room and hear gypsies in the back door. They are waiting for me to open so that they can beat me up. There is also a young gypsy couple outside the window and they also want to beat me up. They get distracted and I try to open the window to run out but it is too tight.
I am in a police station asking the police for protection. I try to tell them in which road I live and the chief policeman realize that we are in the same road. I can't remember the number though and get the business card of another policeman. She is a stripteaser and gets to holds my hand.
I am with my son dressing like black men and walking in a ghetto. A white kid wants me to buy him a small umbrella but I am afraid he reveals my identity and I try to push him in a hole. I then go to the bathroom but he follows me and I strangle him but my gloves leaves marks on his neck.
I am in a forest with my mountain neighbour's son. He is preparing for a party and I remove some dead branches from a pine tree. He actually needed them for a game but we anyway start walking together and see a wolf. I then tell him not to be afraid because he is alone but he is not.
I am in a train station taking the train with my son. He is actually playing at a friend and I should meet there but it is too busy. I then seat next to a girl and start reading a book to learn English but she lays her head next to me. My arm ends up around her waist and I can feel her breast.
I am in a Swedish city and look myself in the window of a shop. I actually look like a black guy and I check again trying to look more normal. This time I look like an Arab and I decide to keep walking through a security check. They want to see my metro card but don't even check if it is valid.
I am in a changing room with a girl and she asks me about my old backpack. I then tell her that it is the only thing my mother did not dare to throw away from my childhood. She is quite impressed and I give her a kiss before leaving but she keeps following me even though she is with a friend.
I am on top of a big wooden staircase about to go down and see that my girlfriend is with her brother's family at the bottom. She tells me to stop there and comes up with a nice white camera with a very long zoom. She wants me to photograph them coming up but it doesn't focus well.
I am outside my mountain house talking to the owner of the house above. He is convinced that I will buy it from him and tells me that I am going to be very rich with all that property. I first believe that he is right but then start to think about it and realize he is laying and it is worth nothing.
I am in a new house with my girlfriend. She is on top and I am down in the living room trying to understand what she tells me about an orange curtain she got from her mother. I tell her that it is okay to have it and she comes down complaining about all the clothes left by the previous owner.
I am with my girlfriend doing the laundry in the fountain by our mountain cabin. I am actually resting with my elbows on some old wooden planks and think of using them to build a fence. As I tell my idea to my girlfriend she shows me how full of aunts with small eggs it is in all the cracks.
I am in an apartment and realize that my stepfather is outside waiting. I then hurry to him and get on his pick up even though he is quite angry. We then drive to one of his friends in a wine bar. The latter talks about some paintings on the wall and I suggest him to decorate them with corks.
I am walking up to a village and ask a man how to get through the walls. He shows me the main passage under it and I tell him that also my village had one. I walk in and meet my girlfriend and her friend walking down to do grocery. They ask me to also get them some food but I am going up.
I am with my ex wife in my son's new school. She is busy trying to find his new classroom and I ask her why he is not going in the same class as his friend. She then tells me that the school master decided to have him repeat the third grade and I am quite shocked she did not fight against him.
I am with my girlfriend in my dead grandmother's villa. It is actually my stepfather's birthday and we go to him in the living room carrying three umbrellas. Two of them are identical and normal but one of them is a special umbrella. We already gave it to him as a present but ask him to open it.
I am in a gym and meet an old classmate. We kiss and go to her apartment to make love even though the police can see us. My parents are also there and we pretend like we are doing a school project together. They come close to see it and I take some of her old notes putting them together.
I am with a group of young people going around a city. We are actually paid by a TV channel to have fun and meet another group that is also sponsored. I then ask them to join us and we go to a fast food where I start screaming. The Chinese chief kicks me out and I go alone to a free buffet.
I am trying to reach my son and find that he is in a swimming pool of an expensive hotel. I then look for the entrance and realize that I will have to swim through it. On the opposite side are my old and new supervisors and they tell me the hotel is only for the faculty but I am sure I have booked.
I am in a garden trying to cover up some monitors I have left outside. An old friend is there and puts them upside down but I want to cover them with plastic bags. He wants to go to dinner and we get in a fight but my best friend takes me inside to go through a chemistry experiment he did.
I am in my archival room explaining the work to a class of kids. As they leave I realize that one of the boxes with my work is empty. It was actually an immigrant kid who took the stuff inside and I run after him. I get all my things back but they are too heavy and I fall through the last step.
I am on one end of a long table with a white cloth eating with my girlfriend and her relatives. There is little left to eat and I want to go home but my girlfriend is seating in the middle of my right side and she is not listening. She is actually making plans with her best friends seating next to her.
I am in a disco with some young girls and get on a taxi with them to go home. I am in the middle of the backseat and the dark hair girl seating on my left side starts kissing me. She is actually very young and it is time for me to get off. She then sends me a message with nice photos of her.
I am walking inside a big restaurant and meet my former mother-in-law for the first time in years. I then kiss her three times and continue walking to where my son and his mother are seating. I try to talk to him but he is busy playing with a friend and he completely ignores me. I then leave.
I am on a stage with my girlfriend. There is also another couple and they are performing a dance. It soon gets our turn and we also improvise but we are not so good. I then start singing and get off stage where only a few spectators are left. One of them brings some white croissants to share.
I am showing some important curators my museum. The monitors with the drawings are actually still off and I quickly turn on four of them. The last two monitors are actually bigger and I try to press the slide show button but it doesn't work and the curator tells me that they broke down.
I am at a university attending a lecture with a famous German curator. A professor introduces me to him and I realize that I am also quite important. We start walking together and I also see that my old art professor. I pretend not to see him and say hi to another girl I don't even know.
I am at my old institution in the States seating with my old boss and colleagues. He wants us to create a wearable computer for him but I suggest to only concentrate on the gloves. He doesn't listen to me and make a drawing of an entire wearable with gray gloves that have long conic tips.
I am with my girlfriend walking on a dirtroad past my native village. There is actually a beautiful view of the mountains and I realize it was a pity I bought my cottage thinking that the mountains there were higher. As I realize it is very steep I tell my girlfriend not to walk so close to the edge.
I am seating outside a bar with some friends when three black guys come. One of the friends start saying hi to them and I get impressed on how well dressed they are. One of them then admits that they are being paid by the state every day and I calculate that it is more than I earn per month.
I am walking around a city and go below an arch. I actually reach a square and on the side I see that a lady is explaining to a small audience a game. They have to throw a ball on a large percussion and it has to bounce on two smaller percussion. It looks easy but no one wants to try it.
I am attending a conference and suddenly get called on stage. I have already presented my photo project but they want me to present my video project. I then use a computer to try to connect to my website and show some videos but only get a video of me going for a walk and not the webpage.
I am walking on the straight road of a big French city with an intellectual guy. He is actually in politics and I ask him about the anti immigrant party. I think he is in favour of it but as we get in a public toilette and each of us go in a WC to take a pooh he admits that he is totally against it.
I am in a bathroom cutting my beard. There are small mushrooms growing and I cut them all. I then go to the hairdresser even though I just got a cut. An old cousin from my native town cuts my hair with a machine but he doesn't want to talk to me. I then tell him of a dinner with my parents.
I get in a small second hand shop and find my American curator friend putting back some shirts. I understand that he works there and he tells me that he has given up traveling around. He actually congratulates me about my work and tells me that it can be downloaded on an important site.
I am working in my garden when some young people comes to help me. I suspect that they actually want to break in my house and rob me and try to scare them saying that the police is already here. They don't seem to care and I realize that they are helping me removing small wood pieces.
I am inside my barn with my girlfriend's brother and show him the room where I plan to put my archive closets. As we are actually approaching it from one side I realize that there is a beautiful window in front and the closets will cover the view. As I go to check I realize that the wood is rotten.
I am in a bank and show and old lady and her son the safe where my inheritance is. I actually pretend to loose the keys and move a folder on top. I then run out and go hide under the kitchen table but the old lady arrives. I manage to escape and go back to the safe but her son took the folder.
I am in the mountains and meet my neighbour. She tells me that she has gone down to her city house to pick the mail and now she is going back up. She feels that she got mail even there and I let her go. I then meet another woman who is on her way to ask the price for the barn I want to buy.
I am at a restaurant working as a waiter and realize that my art professor is also there. He is actually among other people and I try to avoid him. One of them recognizes me but I rush to the kitchen where the owner shows me how to put one spoon and glass at the time in a washing machine.
I am in a small station and need to figure out how to fly to my son in Sweden. I then go to some small offices upstairs and get ready to show my ticket to an hostess. I have actually too many print out and cannot understand when I am supposed to fly. The hostess reads a time but it is too soon.
I am driving with my son by high mountains. It is actually quite cloudy so we cannot see where the road goes and I end up driving on a walking path. I then get worried and start to back up but soon realize that it could be a good path where to take a walk even though the top could be steep.
I am in a bar talking to the guy behind the counter. He tells me about the road to take to go up the mountain by bike. I then realize that it connects to another road from which it is possible to go down. We then decide to bike there together but he lives in the city and need to wait for his day off.
I am driving a race motorcycle downhill and reach the parking lot of a small restaurant thinking that the engine is too weak. My old friends are there and my best friend is quite impressed by the motorbike. I go down to look at it realizing that the engine is very powerful and get back on.
I am in kindergarten trying to spot my twin sister to decide on a trip we want to make together. I see her dressing a brown sweater and call her. I have a map to show her and propose to drive straight through Germany but she is actually landing in Belgium and will have to take another road.
I am in a restaurant and hear a waiter saying that she is from my native town. I then ask her if she knows the road where I was born but she doesn't. Everyone working in the restaurant is from my town and I talk to another waiter who shows me our folk flag. It is light blue with a green guitar.
I am in a house with my girlfriend and she tells me to give a lemon plant to our neighbours. We just bought it and I think it is a pity to give it away but she insists and I reach two old guys living near us. They look at the plant and only find one good lemon to taste but the skin is not so good.
I am in my mountain field and realize that my former father-in-law is cutting the grass. I am actually with the kids and they have a little boat to try. I then walk down the field over some steps and open one up. There is an empty pool where we could put water but the father-in-law prohibits us.
I am walking with my step-father thinking of an artist to write about for an exam. He tells me of a fresco I don't even remember and I get the idea of writing about the unknown sculptor who built the furniture below the fresco. I ask what do these sculpture represents but he is not interested.
I am seating in front of a small church trying to film the surrounding. I can only see the forest entirely yellow but the mist is too thick to see the mountain tops. I then follow a guy to his house and go to the kitchen to help cooking but his parents are there making spaghetti and hugging.
I am on the mountains with my colleagues. One of them is showing me how to do a presentation with images zooming in and out the same mountain. The last picture shows the same image as the first one. It is actually the view from where we are seating and I feel my colleague touching me.
I am in a bar getting ready to present my dissertation. It starts with a video of some dancers but my supervisor tells me not to show it. I show it anyway and everyone is happy with my presentation. My supervisor also comes to me congratulating and telling me when we should meet next time.
I am in an office with my old supervisor and seat next to him. He should decide how to print my dissertation and does some calculations by hand. He then think to only print it digitally. I don't oppose thinking it is less work but then he tells me the kind of images to submit for the cover.
I am driving in a small car with my dead grandparents. There are two gas stations approaching and I tell my grandfather to stop at the one on our side of the crossing. It is cheaper than the other but it is closed and we pass the crossing to go to the one on the opposite side. It is also cheap.
I am biking down the mountains looking at the various properties. I am actually going too much down and will have to go back up to mine but find a neighbour working in a field. I am curious why he is so low down but he just tells me a shortcut to go back up without doing too much effort.
I am on a scooter seating behind an old friend driving. We are going through an empty neighborhood and reach a house that has pine trees growing through out. I want to stop to take a picture but my friend turns and we end up driving down town. I am afraid of falling and ask him to walk.
I am in the kitchen of my parents' old neighbors. We are all seating at the table and I stand up to take a photo. I then seat again and I realize that their daughter is among my mother and her mother. I thought she was in Australia but then she tells me that she is even afraid to go to Sardinia.
I am a dark cave in the mountain putting things away in my archive. An handsome man comes and I understand that he is a visitor. I then walk him towards my exhibition but then walk back with him to show him the archive. We open a box of drawings but realize that they are only scribbles.
I am in the living room with my sister. She is actually filing the nails of our new cat and I try to touch his feet to see if he can still scratch me. He can and I decide to go to get something to drink in the kitchen. My spiritual friend lives there with his parents and he only takes out some yogurth.
I am in a school with other kids doing different kind of magical tricks. I am also a kid and a lady starts teaching me. She makes me lean on a fence and I have to repeat with my fingers the numbers she tells me. At first the numbers are very long but then they get very simple and I manage.
I am going out of a building and pass by a black man doing voodoo. I then go out by a fountain where a group of people is gathering and recite also jell voodoo. Each person transforms into a banana floating over the floor and I try with my power to get one in my hand repeating the same word.
I am in a pub in the dark talking to some girls about my black roommate. I am trying to think when it was the first time I saw him before he completely disappeared and remember when we were at the edge of a stone fence. There was a lot of stone beneath down the cliff and he jumped.
I am in a public lavatory and realize that there is a teeth wash dispenser on top of the soap dispenser. I try to use it directly with my mouth but find it inconvenient and notice the guy next to me using his one with a glass. I then also put some in a glass and add water while some girls arrive.
I am in an apartment and go upstairs where an old classmate is seating naked on the floor working with her laptop. She immediately gets on me and starts doing movements as if we were having sex. Her boyfriend comes out of the shower drying his curly blond hairs but doesn't care about us.
I am in a big French city with my girlfriend. I actually want to go home but she wants to stay longer with her brother and I decide to go ahead. I then walk on a road and find the main gate out of the city wall. The road keeps going straight but I see a sign indicating an Italian region to the right.
I am watching a movie about a woman that is forced to prostitution because of money issues. She then gets a first costumer and they get naked to have sex even though she is very reluctant. He actually starts fucking her on a bed and she really enjoys it. They then decide to stay together.
I am in an apartment with a snowman puppet I made with Styrofoam. I actually want to make a dress for it and get in the living room to see if my roommates can. There is a girl wearing a futuristic helmet and I realize that she is a fashion designer. I look through the visor and find her cute.
I am at my parents' place walking inside the empty room where my bedroom used to be. As I want to lay on a bed to rest I realize that there must be our little new cat somewhere. I check that the door to my parents' room is closed and lay down but he manages to comes in and gets all wild.
I am working for an auction and end up in the house of a rich man. I am there to ask him to make an estimate of his family paintings together with those of another rich family. I actually realize that there are no paintings in his apartment and that he has landed them all out to another auction.
I am driving to a big city in southern Italy. I actually have a lot of old iron to throw and leave my car at the end of the street dragging a bag with it. Other people are also there with old iron and I hear one of them who is looking for copper. A man is willing to give him his coin collection for free.
I am lost in the suburbs and see a young man going out of his house. I am afraid he only speaks dialect but he actually graduated as a philosopher. He then tells me of how to reach a nice place where to hike. He talks about the very first hills I meet outside the city but I cannot see any.
I am in an apartment with my mother. The floor has to be remade and she tells me that my old neighbour in the mountains offered himself to do it. I then explain her that he is in fact too hold and won't manage to spread the cement over the new floor but she is really insistent and wants him.
I am in an empty house and go to the bathroom to pee. The door is actually open and I hear my Polish friend and his girlfriend coming in. I then quickly try to dry myself and go out to them. Their kitten is also there and starts following a little mouse but he is too slow and the mouse escapes.
I am watching a film with a fat guy driving a quad. He reaches the top of a cliff and sees some black guys driving down on identical scooters. He then decides to pass in front of them by cutting trough the slope. In the next scene the fat guy rides a children bike leaving his quad behind.
I am in an apartment after having gone to the hospital to get two shots on my arm. I have two holes left on top of my armpit and on my shoulder. They are both bleeding and my roommate try to look in a box with medicament left by the landlord. We only find an elastic band to put around.
I am in my mountain village and all my neighbours are outside. I am actually joking with the elders and hid behind a counter. I then roll out saying that an ugly woman has killed me of love but see a young neighbour removing crickets on his small vegetable garden and throwing them on mine.
I am skiing but it is getting dark and decide to go back to my hotel at the bottom of the slope. I then put on my sneakers and walk in but realize that there is something inside them. I walk out again and remove one emptying it and realizing that there are a lot of seeds and shit of a small mouse.
I am seating in the back of a car with an important writer. As he tells me how is publisher was the second biggest in the world we reach some beautiful mountains and I interrupt him to show it to him. The driver actually stops on the side but we get to look at some skinny caribous grazing.
I am in front of an old cathedral and grab a few local kids by the arm to try to ask him things in French. He does not understand me and runs away but my mountain neighbours are there and they want me to photograph them. I then try to do so in front of the entrance door but it is too dark.
I am at a restaurant with my old friends. We have actually just been to another restaurant and one of my friends is still hungry. He actually gets a dish of fried fish from the waiter while the rest of us are only waiting for drinks. He then explains that he did the contrary in the other restaurant.
I am in a museum looking at the installation I made with my photo panels. There are some people looking closely at that and there is also the husband of the director fixing some of the panels. He is actually mounting them upside down and as I get close to him I realize he has used big nails.
I am in a park with my son's dog. I am actually laying down but have to go to pee and don't know whether I should keep him unleashed. I then walk to the urinary and start peeing but he stands on the WC thinking there is water to drink and I spill pee against the feet of a guy laying outside.
I am in a mall walking with my uncle and aunt. The latter is putting stickers promoting her new business on different furniture and I realize that they won't hold and that the colors are too light. I don't tell her this but tell my uncle about a friend I have who owns a business making rings.
I am in a parking lot in the town below my mountains. It is late in the evening and I am waiting for some friends to write me when to meet early the next day. I get a message saying that they want to meet behind the station but don't know where it is and notice I am behind the post office.
I am with a carpenter friend and he takes me for an ice-cream. He has never been there even though it is owned by one of his friends and I let them talk while picking some ice-cream. There are different spoons for different flavors but I close the fridge and realize that I put them back wrongly.
I am in the living room of an apartment and the red hair daughter of one of my mountain neighbours is cleaning my teeth. She is actually using a pliers and I feel her pulling quite hard in the back. I get scared and I try to pull back but then she shows me the tip of the pliers filled with dirt.
I am in Poland capital city and realize that all the brick houses I see have been reconstructed using cement. I then move out to a park and meet my Polish friend who starts talking to me even though there are balls swinging in the air. As he tells me about a movie one almost hits his head.
I am walking on a road with my old friends and one of them says he has found a snake. We don't believe him and walk forward but he actually throws a snake in the air. It lands on my best friend and we go see if it bitten him. He already has an old snake byte and see the new one in his ankle.
I am in an apartment and find the floors all wet. It is actually the gasoline that a friend has spilled by mistake. He is also there and we try to stay in a dry area but see my girlfriend's kitty walking in the bathroom over a lot of gasoline. I call him and it walks back but it is a big cat I don't know.
I am in a town on my way to a gallery presentation. My Swedish curator friend is also there but he is looking for his daughter and I go in alone. An artist is trying to connect to a projector but it doesn't work and the gallery staff brings forward other equipment while I jell at them in German.
I am in an apartment at night seating with my American curator friend. He has to go to the airport while I have to go to a big city and we seat down to plan how to do it. He has actually a car and we realize that he won't need to drop me off to the train station since we are going to the same city.
I am in a car with a former Colombian student. He wants to take the highway to a city but I realize that the sign we are following is blue and he will only end up driving in a provincial road. I then tell him to pull off at a cheap gas station but he makes up his mind and turns back on the road.
I am watching a movie about a woman soldier and her assistant seating inside an old prison. One of the prisoners is next to them and he is waiting to witness whether she has mistreated him or not. They convince him to be silent but when the higher officer interrogated him he says everything.
I am in an American beach on the seaside. I take a photo and walk down to the sea. As I get back in town I realize that I have left my sneakers on the beach. I then go back to look for them and see that someone has buried them in the sand. The water is already on them but they feel dry.
I am outside a building talking to an older lady about the two guys with her. I ask if they are gay and she tries to denied but then ask her if she is gay. Another woman steps in and brings us inside an elevator. She is a little old but cute and I go to seat next to her holding one of her hands.
I am working on my computer and decide to watch a football game even though it has already started a long time ago. As I turn it on I see the Italian football team scoring against the French team. I feel very happy but then look at the result and see that the latter is leading with two goals.
I am in the town below my mountain place and look at one of the buildings. It is actually very nice with large glass windows and I realize it is a school. On the opposite side there is a larch tree and sign saying that they will build a large art museum there even though there is already one.
I am in my small bedroom in Sweden with a laptop I just got used. I also got a more powerful laptop but they told me it does not work. I try it anyway and flip the inbuilt keyboard around. The browser is on and I can move the cursor looking for a movie to test but only find child pornography.
I am in the parking lot of a small airport and go back to my van to pick up my luggage. There are some bad looking gypsy guys parked next to me and I realize that the windows of my van are all broken. I then start to accuse them but realize that the windows of their car has also been broken.
I am in a one floor brick apartment and go out to look for my small nephew. She is hiding behind a scooter and I try to get her but she starts moving the handle and I drag her out before it fells. I then hear my mother telling me from inside that I will get a job offer from one of her rich friends.

